We present an automated prooedure that interfaces with 
We use the convention that any random variable with a bar and argument (k) is a batch mean of b = n/k observations; e.g. 9jfkl is the jth batch mean of the Yi with batch size b = n/k. We assume for now thlat the total sampling budget n is fixed.
Given k batch means, the control variate estimator of 0 is
where
The quantities on the right-hand side of (2) 5. Perform stepwise regrassion af 9,+k) on Ri$k) -w+, Rq$kI -pq to select q' 4 5 control varietes from the q potential control variates, 6. Compute and report the resultl: point l stimetes &k,q'), 9; 90% and 95% confidence intervals for 8; estimated Va&k,q'R, VarCVl; estimated percentage variance reduction.
Note that if the number of acceptable batches is less than 10, the ourrent version of BMCV stops. Ideally, it should restart the simulation and increase the total sample rise.
EXPERIMENTAL RESVLTS
To test procedure BMCV, we simulated the closed machine-repair system that Wilson and Pritsker (1934abb) used to test their standardized control variates. This experiment vas chosen for tvo reason= First, the parameters of interest can be determined l nalytioally, so the performance of the confidence interval procedure oan be evaluated. Secondly, Wilson and Pritrker's experimental design used multiple independent realizations, deleting an initial transient period on l aoh one, which is an alternative to the single long real&&ion approach of BMCV.
The machine-repair system operates as followr: There are initially 5 machines in operation and 2 idle spares. The time to failure for an operating machine is exponentially distributed with mean pi = 10,O time units. When a machine fails it needs a major overhaul with probability .25, in which case it oaits in a FCFS queue for a single repairman. The time required to do a major overhaul is exponentially distributed with mean w = i.5 time units. Those failed machines not requiring a major overheul receive minor repair on a FCFS basis from a different repairman whose repair time is exponentially distributed with mean ~3 = 1.0 time unit. Finally, all repaired machines are inspected by a single inspector. Those machines that pass inspection (probability .9) return to the queue of spares if 5 machines are currently operating, or directly into service if less than 5 are operating. Machines that fail inspection are returned to the minor repair facility. The time required for inspection is exponentially distributed with mean p4 = .5 time units.
We are interested in estimating steady-state parameters such as the average number of operating machines, the average utilization of the repairmen and the inspector, the expected waiting time for repair and inspection, and the expected number of idle spares. All of these parameters can be determined analytically;
see Wilson and Pritsker (1934b) for details. Here, we report results for estimating ei, the average number of operating machines, and 82, the average utilization of the repairman at the minor repair facility. These represent the typical and the best results obtained by BMCV, respectively.
Our basic experiment was to simulate the machine-repair system for 7400 time units, deleting outputs from the first 1000 time units. This leaves 6403 time units of usable output. Wilson and Pritsker generated 30 independent realizations of 250 time units each, deleting outputs from the first 50 time units of each realization. Thus, they had a total of 7500 time units, of which 6000 were usable. This illustrates the advantage of a single realization method: out of a smaller total budget (74W vs. 7500 time units) we were able to allocate more effort to removing the initial transient period (1000 vs. 50 time units per realization) while still obtaining more usable output (6400 vs. 6000 time units). Had we allocated only 50 time units to the initial transimt period then the increase in usable output would have been even greater.
As in Wilson and Pritsker (1984b) , we replicated the entire experimrnt 50 times to estimate the average performance of the procedure and the confidence interval coverage probability.
The potential control variates vere the time to machinr failure, Xii, the time to do a major overhaul, X2i. the time to do a minor repair, X3i, and the time to inspect a machine, X4i. The index i represents the ith realization of each random 
